
Workplace Safety Business for Sale Western Downs QLD

For Sale
Location: QLD
Asking: $850,000 + SAV
Type: Services-Other

Contact:
Hugo Martin
0411 617 140 or 07 3368 4010

aubizbuysell.com.au/115962

ABS Business Sales Brisbane
Broker Ref: 3214

Workplace Safety Business including RTO Regional
Queensland Business for Sale #5448RE1
This is an outstanding Workplace Safety Business located in the South-West regional area of
Queensland. This business occupies a growth sector of the economy where workplace safety and
workplace compliance are a requirement.

The business has been trading for more than 25 years offering experience in safety equipment and
safety training with deep and extensive knowledge in working at heights and confined spaces where
high levels of safety are paramount. Experience comes with a wide range of industries including civil
construction, agriculture, mining, gas, energy, government, aged care, childcare, and manufacturing.
This business truly provides a diverse and comprehensive centre for workplace safety equipment and
training to meet the requirements of industry and government.
The business provides five main areas of service:

* Safety equipment and clothing
* Registered training organisation (RTO)
* Safety consultancy
* Service of fire extinguisher equipment and first aid kits
* Embroidery service

This is a highly sustainable and profitable business with:

* Sales in excess of $1.7 million for 2022
* High net return to a working owner
* Asset rich business with mine compliant vehicles, and confined space simulator to name a few
* One large retail outlet selling safety equipment
* One training and embroidery facility
* Very good rent and long lease options available
* Manpower rich business boasting a vast depth of industry knowledge
* Owner willing to provide an extended transition to a new owner

This is a very attractive business with multiple revenue streams, offering extensive opportunities for
growth in the regional and rural areas of Queensland.

Price $850,000 + SAV

For more information about this excellent opportunity, complete the Confidentiality Agreement quoting
reference no: 5448RE1
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